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Abstract
This paper presents an investigation of the viability of an innovative approach to
computing-based multiple-choice adaptive testing, called Support Adaptive Testing,
focusing on the effectiveness of scaffolds in testing. Support Adaptive Tests (SATs) are
based on the principles of assessment for learning, scaffolding, and learner autonomy.
The SATs under investigation initially appear as traditional computer-based multiplechoice tests of reading, but items answered incorrectly are repeated with scaffolds and
explicit feedback is given at the end of the test. The SATs were taken by 276 Thai and
121 Vietnamese undergraduate students, and data concerning perceptions, responses and
time collected. Results show that the students were positive about the SATs, Test
Highlighting was the most preferred and most used scaffold, the format where a
predetermined appropriate scaffold was provided proved most effective especially for
Vietnamese students, and the scaffolds differed in effectiveness for different reading
micro-skills.

INTRODUCTION
Assessment, especially in the form of tests, has a major impact on language learning,
particularly in formal learning situations. Often, unfortunately, the impacts of assessment
on learning are largely negative. With the rapid recent developments in technology, it
might be hoped that computer applications in testing could ameliorate some of the
negative impacts. Some attempts have been made in this direction, notably in the design
and implementation of innovative computer-based item types (see e.g. Parshall, Davey,
and Pashley, 2005), yet most computer-based testing is still multiple-choice (Boyle,
Hutchinson, O’Hare, and Patterson, 2002; Conole and Warburton, 2005). This paper
presents the results of the implementation of an innovative approach to multiple-choice
computer-based tests called Support Adaptive Tests (SATs).

MULTIPLE-CHOICE TESTING AND COMPUTER-BASED TESTING
Multiple-choice testing (MCT) is the norm in many educational contexts. For English
language testing, this is especially the case in countries where English is a foreign
language (EFL). For instance, in the EFL countries of south-east Asia, MCT dominates
testing (see Watson Todd, 2012; Watson Todd and Shih, 2013). In Thailand, over half of
secondary school marks in English are derived from MCT (Piboonkanarax, 2007) and all
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high-stakes national-level exams are purely multiple-choice; in Vietnam, only one of the
numerous national-level exams contains a component that does not rely on MCT.
Unfortunately, this reliance on MCT, although enabling large numbers of students to be
tested with few practical problems, has numerous negative washback effects on learning,
including teaching being restricted to the receptive skills especially reading and to
knowledge of grammar and vocabulary, the promotion of rote learning, and little focus on
higher-order thinking (Watson Todd, 2008; Brown, 2005; Brown, Bull, and Pendlebury,
1997; Burke, 1999).
The move from paper-based to computer-based testing has perhaps increased the
prevalence of MCT, since multiple-choice items are one of the easiest to present on
computer (Roever, 2001) and the practicality benefits of using MCT are enhanced with
automated marking. Even some computer-based testing innovations, such as computeradaptive testing (CAT), are largely reliant on MCT. CAT is “the procedure where an
item(s) is selected on-line for each test-taker based on his/her performance on previous
items” (Chalhoub-Deville, 1999: ix), with the aim of ensuring that the level of difficulty
of the test items reflects the level of the test-taker (Ockey, 2009). Whatever the benefits
of CAT, its reliance on structured-response formats, especially MCT, means that contexts
where CAT is used are likely to suffer from the same pernicious washback effects as
those where paper-based MCT dominates (Dunkel, 1999).
While CAT is unlikely to have positive washback effects, a different type of adaptive
testing does promote learning. In CAT, an incorrect response to one item leads to the
presentation of a new item (at an easier level) without the test-taker being aware that their
response was incorrect. In what I will call Support Adaptive Testing, an incorrect
response leads to the same item being repeated with a hint to help the test-taker.
Previously applied primarily in testing mathematics and computer programming skills
(Conejo, Guzmán, de-la Cruz, and Millán, 2006; Hu and Law, 2008; Wang, 2011), the
hints provided can be viewed as scaffolds which increase the likelihood of the test-taker
identifying the correct answer. If combined with further feedback on those items still
answered incorrectly, Support Adaptive Testing enables MCT to provide opportunities
for learning, both from the scaffolds and from the feedback.

PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING SPPORT ADAPTIVE TESTING
Since Support Adaptive Tests (SATs) provide opportunities for learning, they can fulfill
the goals of both assessment of learning and assessment for learning. It has been argued
that the traditional disjunction between assessment and learning is harmful for learning,
and thus that there needs to be a move from this traditional model of assessment of
learning to a new model of assessment for learning (Paran, 2010), which research has
shown leads to substantial gains in student learning (Black and Wiliam, 1998). In EFL
contexts, attempts to implement assessment for learning have produced mixed results,
largely due to the effects of systemic inertia (Lee and Coniam, 2013). Implementing
assessment for learning through an adaptation of a widely accepted testing procedure,
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such as MCT, is in line with existing practices in countries like Thailand and Vietnam
and is therefore less likely to run into systemic resistance and so may be more successful.
In SATs, the hints given in the repetition of an item answered incorrectly make the item
easier to answer on the basis that the reason the item was answered incorrectly initially is
that it was too difficult. A well-designed test consists of items around the test-takers’
level of proficiency so that prior learning can influence scores (Khalifa and Weir, 2009),
meaning that for a given test-taker some items are at or just below their level (and thus
answered correctly) and some just above their level (or just too difficult and thus
answered incorrectly). These latter items are in the test-taker’s zone of proximal
development, or the area just above independent problem solving ability where problems
can be solved under guidance (Vygotsky, 1978). In SATs, this guidance comes in the
form of hints or scaffolds.
Scaffolds are “the precise help that enables a learner to achieve a specific goal that would
not be possible without some kind of support” (Sharpe, 2006: 212). In assessment
contexts, the provision of these scaffolds may involve dialogue between teacher and
learner (termed interactionist dynamic assessment) or may be signals directing a learner’s
attention to the key features of the environment necessary to complete the task (termed
interventionist dynamic assessment; see Poehner, 2005). In most formal computer-based
assessment, dialogue with a teacher is not possible; the scaffolds in SATs then are signals
performing the function of mediation (Teo, 2012).
One problem with such automated interventionist dynamic assessment is that there is no
ideal scaffold for a given item (although some may generally be better than others), since
different test-takers may require different scaffolds for the same item (Lantolf, 2011). To
overcome this problem, SATs allow test-takers to choose from a range of scaffolds
allowing an element of learner autonomy, which involves offering choices and
opportunities for decision making and supporting learners (Benson, 2003), to be
incorporated on the basis that this is most likely to provide opportunities for learning.

THE DESIGN OF SATS
The SATs under investigation in this paper initially appear to be typical multiple-choice
computer-based tests of reading with a text in the left half of the screen and five multiplechoice questions on the right. After test-takers have answered the five questions, they are
informed how many of their answers were correct and incorrect and told that they will be
given a second chance to answer the incorrect items with support. The text then reappears together with the incorrect items presented individually. For each of these, testtakers can choose from three possible scaffolds as shown in Figure 1 (Text Highlighting:
Figure 2, Text Translation: Figure 3 and Question Translation: Figure 4). Clicking on
one of these either highlights the relevant part of the text or provides a translation of
words likely to be problematic, after which the test-taker can answer the item again. On
finishing the second round of answering, test-takers receive their combined score together
with explanations of any items answered incorrectly twice (see Figure 5). The SATs
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used can be found at http://arts.kmutt.ac.th/crs/sat/ with the third test encountered being
the full version of SATs.

Figure 1. A repeated item in Format C (see below) of SATs

Figure 2. Text Highlighting scaffold in SATs
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Figure 3. Text Translation scaffold in SATs

Figure 4. Question Translation scaffold in SATs
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Figure 5. Feedback at the end of SATs
The SATs are designed based on the theoretical foundations discussed above. By starting
from a typical multiple-choice test of the type prevalent in the contexts investigated, it is
hoped that SATs are more likely to be accepted as they fit with current educational
practices. The tests promote assessment for learning, hopefully reducing the negative
washback of current testing practices, through the use of scaffolds and through the
incorporation of test-taker autonomy by allowing choices. They also allow the extent to
which test-takers are able to use feedback to be gauged. In addition, the design of SATs
was also based on data collected through the process of test design.

THE PROCESS OF DESIGNING SATS
Test design needs to meet the needs of the stakeholders involved, but it is rare for the
views of perhaps the most important group of stakeholders, the test-takers themselves, to
be taken into account (Paran, 2010; Pino-Silva, 2008). The SATs test design therefore
started with an open-ended survey focusing on perceptions of testing of 323 Thai
university students (see Watson Todd and Jaturapitakkul, 2013 for details). Key points
emerging from the survey that influenced SATs design were suggestions for improving
current testing practices:



Test rubrics and instructions should be clear and bilingual (in both Thai and
English) with illustrations or examples to avoid misunderstandings.
Test-takers should be informed of their scores and what they got incorrect
immediately after the test.
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Reading passages in tests should not be excessively lengthy.
Tests should cover a range of levels of difficulty commensurate with the various
levels of proficiency of the students.
Help, such as a glossary, should be provided in the test so that the test would
assess their abilities, not their knowledge of a particular word.

These points were taken into account in the SATs design.
For reasons of practicality, it was decided that the pilot version of SATs should focus on
reading. We therefore needed to identify the characteristics of appropriate texts,
appropriate reading micro-skills to test, appropriate scaffolds for reading, and an
appropriate test interface.
To identify appropriate reading tests, nine students took six multiple-choice reading tests
that reflected current testing practices and were interviewed. The interview data showed
that texts should have a length of 350-550 words and Flesch reading ease scores of 60-75,
and should not be too technical. An open source fitting these criteria is Simple Wikipedia
(http://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page), and texts on topics where the information
in the texts was likely to be unfamiliar to test-takers including the history of dance, the
atmosphere and paper were selected. In the interviews, the students also stated that tests
could be more effective if two types of support were provided with the text: a glossary
providing definitions or translations of problematic words especially low-frequency
vocabulary on unfamiliar topics, and hints such as highlighting key information in texts
or giving examples to clarify questions, providing further support for the design of SATs
and indicating potential scaffolds.
Appropriate reading micro-skills were selected from a comprehensive list based on the
literature (Alderson, 2000; Ediger, 2006; Grabe and Stoller, 2002; McDonough, 1995;
Nunan, 1989; Urquhart and Weir, 1998). The testable micro-skills on the list were
compared against existing tests and course objectives to identify five micro-skills to test:






Identifying the referent of a referring expression (Reference)
Identifying and interpreting specific information in the text (Specific information)
Drawing an inference from specific information in the text (Specific inference)
Synthesizing information from several parts of the text to provide a sequence,
such as stages in a process or events in history (Synthesis sequence)
Comparing or synthesizing information from several points in the text, often in
the form of a NOT question (e.g. Which of the following is NOT mentioned ...)
(Information synthesis)

For scaffolds, the students’ suggestions in the survey and interviews were compared to
the literature on text simplification and elaboration (e.g., Lorenzo, 2008; Nation, 2001;
O’Donnell, 2009; Simard, 2009) to identify the three types of scaffolds used in SATs:


Text Highlighting where the portions of the text relevant to a particular question
would be highlighted with easy-to-see colour shading.
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Text Translation where words or phrases in the text likely to be unknown to
students (usually because of their low frequency) would be glossed with an L1
translation. These words or phrases would be presented in a different colour font
with the gloss becoming apparent on mouseover.
Question Translation where words or phrases in the questions likely to be
unknown to students would be glossed with an L1 translation in the same way as
for Text Translation.

The web-based test interface was designed by analysing the top ten websites as returned
by Google for reading tests and using http://web2.uvcs.uvic.ca/elc/studyzone/410/
reading/deathcar.htm as a model.

PILOTING THE SATS
Two pilot studies into SATs were conducted. The first aimed to examine the face
validity of SATs or the general acceptability as a form of testing (Perry, 2005). The
SATs were exhibited at the Thailand National Research Exhibition, and 118 members of
the general public took the test and completed a questionnaire. The responses showed an
overwhelming (98.29% of respondents) perception that SATs were an appropriate way to
test English reading ability, with Text Highlighting the preferred scaffold (64.56% of
respondents). Most of the respondents viewed SATs as appropriate for all levels of
education, with a few arguing that SATs were most appropriate as mock tests (2
respondents) or for self-study (4 respondents).
The second piloting was conducted for test validation and involved 68 Thai university
students taking versions of SATs, each with a single scaffold type (to ensure sufficient
data for each type of scaffold). Item facility and item discrimination were calculated and
resulted in several items being rewritten. One unexpected result concerned the Question
Translation scaffold. Where the translation only applied to words in one of the options,
there was evidence that the students were choosing this option at a greater than expected
rate even when it was incorrect, suggesting the use of testwise strategies (Cohen, 1994).
To avoid this, additional translations were added to other options even though the words
were believed to be familiar.
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY AND METHODOLOGY
This paper aims to investigate test-takers’ perceptions of SATs and their effectiveness,
specifically focusing on the usefulness of the scaffolds. To see the effectiveness of the
scaffolds, the SATs need to be compared with tests which allow two rounds of answering
but provide no scaffolds. In addition, to see if test-takers can choose the most appropriate
scaffold, the SATs need to be compared with tests where an appropriate scaffold is
provided for each item. In this study, therefore, three versions of tests were prepared:
Format A: Students complete the test. Any items answered incorrectly are repeated (with
no support given).
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Format B: Students complete the test. Any items answered incorrectly are repeated with
a predetermined type of scaffold (one of TH, TT or QT). This scaffold is the one
identified as most appropriate based on a combination of analysing the test and the
results of piloting.
Format C: Students complete the test. Any questions answered incorrectly are repeated
with a choice of three scaffolds (TH, TT and QT). Students choose the scaffold
they want for each item and then answer after the scaffold has been provided.
After completing the second round of each test, the test-takers were given feedback with
explanations for incorrect items in all three formats.
The tests in this study, therefore, consisted of six reading passages, each with five fouroption multiple-choice items in three formats. Each subject took three tests, one in each
format selected at random from a database. After completing the tests, a short
questionnaire asking whether the scaffolds were helpful and which type of scaffold
helped the test-takers understand the text and answer the questions was presented. The
tests were taken by 276 Thai and 121 Vietnamese non-English major undergraduate
students at respected universities recruited as intact classes for reasons of practicality.
With the input into test design being based on Thai students only, the use of SATs needs
to be compared between Thai students and a similar group from another country. The
educational context in Vietnam is similar to that of Thailand, both English-as-a-foreignlanguage countries in southeast Asia where MCT dominates the educational system. The
levels of proficiency of the two groups of subjects were similar.
The data collected consisted of:





Test-takers’ responses to the questionnaire
Frequency of choice of the three types of scaffold in Format C
Frequency of correct responses in round 1 and in the three formats
Time taken to answer each item in round 1 and in the three formats

Using these data, the following questions can be answered:
Perceptions and use of scaffolds
1. How do test-takers perceive SATs?
2. How do test-takers perceive the three types of scaffold?
3. How frequently do test-takers choose each of the three types of scaffold?
Effectiveness of the scaffolds
4. How effective are the three formats in helping test-takers give correct responses?
Are there differences in the level of effectiveness of the three formats?
5. How effective are the three types of scaffold in helping test-takers give correct
responses?
6. Is there a relationship between test-takers’ perceptions of the usefulness of the
scaffold types and their effectiveness?
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7. How effective are the three formats and the three types of scaffold in helping testtakers give correct responses to items testing each of the five micro-skills?
Comparing Thai and Vietnamese test-takers
8. Are there differences in the level of effectiveness of the three formats and the
three types of scaffold between Thai and Vietnamese test-takers?
The majority of these questions can be answered by examining the percentages of
responses. Questions 4 and 8 which look for differences are answered using the
difference of proportions statistic with confidence intervals at 95% and using odds ratio
to measure effect size (see Agresti, 2007). To answer Question 6 investigating the
relationship between perceptions and effectiveness of the scaffolds, point biserial
correlation between whether or not a particular scaffold was the type the test-taker stated
a preference for and its effectiveness was calculated.
RESULTS
Test-taker’s perceptions of SATs
In the questionnaire after taking the SAT, the test-takers were asked for their perceptions
about SATs and the three types of scaffold. The findings are presented in Table 1.
Table 1
Test-takers’ Perceptions of SATs
Q1: Was the support
Yes (N)
helpful?
362

Q2: Which kind of support
helped you understand the
essay better?
Q3: Which kind of support
helped you answer the
questions correctly?

Yes (%)
96.02

No (N)
15

No (%)
3.98

TH (N)

TH (%)

TT (N)

TT (%)

QT (N)

QT (%)

207

54.76

145

38.36

26

6.88

241

63.93

95

25.20

41

10.87

From Table 1, we can see that the test-takers were overwhelmingly positive about the use
of supports in SATs, with Text Highlighting being the preferred scaffold.
Test-takers’ use of scaffolds
In Format A of data collection, test-takers were provided with no support; in Format B,
the scaffold was predetermined; in Format C, test-takers could choose which type of
scaffold they wanted for each question they had answered incorrectly. Examining the
frequencies of choice of type of scaffold in Format C (shown in Table 2), then, allows us
to see which type of scaffold the test-takers preferred to use.
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Table 2
Frequency of Use of Types of Scaffold
TH
Frequency of use
717
Percentage of use
64.25

TT
240
21.50

QT
159
14.25

Comparing Tables 1 and 2, we can see that the test-takers’ choice of scaffold to use
closely followed their preference for the type of scaffold that helped them answer the
questions correctly with Text Highlighting being most frequent.

Effectiveness of scaffolds
To see whether the scaffolds in SATs were effective, we can compare the proportion of
questions answered correctly in each format. Format A provides a benchmark for
whether being given two opportunities to answer an item is helpful. If the test-takers
remember their incorrect answer from the first round, they should have a one-in-three
chance of answering correctly in the subsequent formats through randomly choosing a
response. While Format A should give a greater than 33% correct response rate if
answering twice is helpful, if the scaffolds are effective, we should expect correct
response rates in Formats B and C to be higher than in Format A. For Format B, the most
appropriate scaffold type was predetermined, but individual differences in test-taker
preference may mean that the test-takers’ own choice of scaffold type in Format C could
be more effective. The correct response rates for the different formats, together with time
taken to respond, are given in Table 3.
Table 3
Proportion of Correct Responses in Different Formats
No. of items
No. of
% of correct
Average
attempted
correct
responses
time per
responses
question
Round 1 (no support)
5900
2512
42.58
01:49
Round 2: Format A (no
1107
393
35.50
00:36
support)
Round 2: Format B
1136
471
41.46
00:47
(predetermined scaffold)
Round 2: Format C
1116
440
39.43
00:351
(choice of scaffold)
1
In addition, test-takers on average took 13 seconds to choose the type of scaffold
From Table 3, test-takers’ responses in Format A were at about the level of chance,
whereas there was a slight increase in correct responses for Formats B and C where
support was provided with Format B being the most beneficial. Treating the number of
correct and incorrect responses in Formats A, B, and C as independent binomial samples,
we can calculate the difference of proportions, standard error and odds ratio between each
pair of formats to see if the differences in proportions of correct responses are real.
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Where the figures for the 95% confidence interval are either both positive or both
negative, we can conclude that there is a significant difference in the proportions (see
Agresti, 2007). These comparisons are shown in Table 4.
Table 4
Differences in Proportion of Correct Responses between Formats
Difference of
proportions
Standard error
Odds ratio
95% confidence
interval (max.)
95% confidence
interval (min.)
Interpretation

Format A v. Format B
-0.060

Format A v. Format C
-0.039

Format B v. Format C
0.020

0.021
1.287
-0.019

0.021
1.183
0.001

0.021
0.919
0.061

-0.100

-0.079

-0.020

Higher scores on
Format B

No real difference

No real difference

Table 4 shows that the only real difference in the proportions of correct responses is
between Formats A and B. We can conclude that Format B where the scaffold type
provided is predetermined as the most appropriate is the method which best promotes
higher test scores on a second round of answering.
In addition to comparing the different formats, we can also compare the effects of the
three types of scaffold: Text Highlighting, Text translation and Question Translation.
The effects of these in Formats B and C combined are shown in Table 5.
Table 5
Proportion of Correct Responses for Different Types of Scaffold
No. of items
No. of
% of correct
attempted
correct
responses
responses
Text Highlighting
1114
425
38.15
Text Translation
629
265
42.13
Question Translation
509
221
43.42

Average
time per
question
00:38
00:35
00:29

From Table 5, Text Highlighting, the most preferred scaffold and the one most chosen in
Format C, appears to be the least effective, although the differences between the three
types of scaffold are minimal. Comparing the type of scaffold preferred in Question 3 of
the questionnaire (see Table 1 above) with the effectiveness of this scaffold when used in
Format C produces a point biserial correlation of -0.004 (not significant), implying that
there is no relationship between test-takers’ preferences for a type of scaffold and its
effectiveness.

Effects of types of scaffold for different reading micro-skills tested
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As described above, five reading micro-skills were tested in the SATs, namely, reference,
finding specific information, making a specific inference, identifying a sequence through
synthesizing points from different parts of the text, and synthesizing information. The
percentages of correct responses for these five micro-skills in each format are given in
Table 6.
Table 6
Percentage of Correct Responses for Different Reading Micro-skills Tested by Format
Round 1 (no
Round 2:
Round 2:
Round 2:
support)
Format A (no
Format B
Format C
support)
(predetermined (choice of
scaffold)
scaffold)
Reference
48.64
42.35
40.95
40.61
Specific
information
Specific
inference
Synthesis
sequence
Information
synthesis

42.63

30.33

36.67

32.92

30.09

32.22

41.18

47.08

55.89

41.12

52.94

44.55

40.00

37.61

42.55

36.52

From Table 6, specific inference questions were the most difficult initially, but were also
the type that most benefitted from the provision of scaffolds in Formats B and C. The
scaffolds were also effective for synthesis sequence questions, the type that generally had
the greatest proportion of correct responses, but the benefits of the scaffolds were less
clear for the other three types of questions.
We can also investigate whether any particular type of scaffold was particularly effective
for any particular reading micro-skill. The percentage of correct responses in Formats B
and C combined for each type of scaffold and for each reading micro-skill are shown in
Table 7. The figures in brackets give the total number of times this type of question with
this type of scaffold was encountered.
Table 7
Percentage of Correct Responses for Different Reading Micro-skills Tested by Type of
Scaffold
Formats B and C combined
TH
TT
QT
Reference
42.15 (242)
40.41 (146)
26.32 (19)
Specific information
29.18 (353)
42.67 (150)
41.18 (119)
Specific inference
44.34 (221)
41.22 (131)
45.76 (177)
Synthesis sequence
57.89 (95)
53.03 (66)
32.35 (68)
Information synthesis
33.00 (203)
38.97 (136)
50.79 (126)
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Surprisingly, the most frequent combination of reading micro-skill tested and scaffold
type (Text Highlighting for specific information questions) was the least effective of the
relatively frequent combinations, a point contrary to expectations since identifying the
relevant part of the text should be especially helpful for questions focusing on specific
information. Specific inference questions are the only reading micro-skill tested where
the different types of scaffold provide consistent benefits; for the others, one type of
scaffold is either particularly beneficial or notably unbeneficial, with Question
Translation being the scaffold most likely to differ from the others.

Comparing Thai and Vietnamese test-takers
The test-takers who were subjects in this study came from two ASEAN countries where
English is a foreign language: Thailand and Vietnam. This allows us to investigate
whether there are any differences in the proportions of correct responses for the different
factors in this study. Table 8 compares the proportion of correct responses for the
different formats and the different types of scaffold between the two groups.
From Table 8, the Vietnamese test-takers generally produce slightly more correct
responses than the Thai test-takers. To see if any of these differences in proportions of
correct responses is noteworthy, the difference of proportions, standard error, odds ratio
and difference at the 95% confidence interval were calculated for each of the formats and
scaffold types. Table 9 summarizes these.
Table 8
Comparison of Thai and Vietnamese Test-takers for Different Formats and Different
Types of Scaffold

Round 1 (no
support)
Round 2: Format
A (no support)
Round 2: Format
B (predetermined
scaffold)
Round 2: Format
C (choice of
scaffold)
Formats B and C
combined
TH
TT
QT

No. of
items
attempted
4090

Thailand
No. of
correct
responses
1716

% of
correct
responses
41.96

No. of
items
attempted
1810

Vietnam
No. of
correct
responses
796

% of
correct
responses
43.98

770

268

34.81

337

125

37.09

788

303

38.45

348

168

48.28

801

315

39.33

315

125

39.68

801
428
360

298
172
148

37.20
40.19
41.11

313
201
149

127
93
73

40.58
46.27
48.99
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Table 9
Differences between Thai and Vietnamese Test-takers for Different Formats and
Different Types of Scaffold
Difference of
proportions
Standard error
Odds ratio
95% confidence
interval (max.)
95% confidence
interval (min.)
Interpretation

Round 1
-0.020

Format A
-0.023

Format B
-0.098

Format C
-0.003

TH
-0.034

TT
-0.061

QT
-0.079

0.014
1.086
0.007

0.031
1.104
0.039

0.032
1.494
-0.036

0.032
1.015
0.060

0.033
1.153
0.030

0.042
1.282
0.022

0.048
1.376
0.016

-0.048

-0.084

-0.161

-0.067

-0.098

-0.144

-0.173

No real
difference

No real
difference

Vietnamese
higher than
Thai

No real
difference

No real
difference

No real
difference

No real
difference

From Table 9, we can see that the only real difference between the Thai and Vietnamese
test-takers was that the Vietnamese performed better on Format B of the SATs where the
predetermined most appropriate scaffold was provided.

DISCUSSION
The key findings concerning SATs from this study are:










Students find the SATs helpful.
Students state a preference for Text Highlighting as a scaffold.
Text Highlighting is the most frequently chosen scaffold.
Format B (predetermined scaffold) is more effective than Format A (two rounds
of answering but no support); Format C (choice of scaffold) is no more effective
than the other formats.
There are no clear differences in level of effectiveness between the different types
of scaffold.
There is no relationship between students’ perceptions of the scaffold types and
their effectiveness.
The use of scaffolds appears to be most effective for items testing specific
inference and synthesis sequence micro-skills; the most frequent combination of
scaffold and micro-skill (Text Highlighting for specific information items) was
not particularly effective.
The effectiveness of Format B over other formats was particularly noticeable for
the Vietnamese students.

The broad purpose of this paper is to investigate the viability of SATs as an alternative to
traditional multiple-choice tests. The facts that the test-takers were overwhelmingly
positive about SATs and that it is designed to counter students’ concerns with current
testing practices suggest that SATs should be a viable alternative. However, the findings
about the effectiveness of the provision of scaffolds in tests are mixed. For some reading
micro-skills, the scaffolds appear effective, but the full version of SATs (Format C) with
15
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test-taker choice of scaffold does not seem to be any more effective than simply
providing two chances to answer items. Format B, on the other hand, where the most
appropriate scaffold was predetermined removing the element of test-taker autonomy was
more effective than either of the other versions, and this increased effectiveness was due
to higher scores by the Vietnamese test-takers.
If we take Format B as the context where the highest possible scores are achievable since
the most appropriate scaffold is provided, the differences between the Thai and
Vietnamese test-takers on Formats B and C require explanation. The fact that the Thais
scored about the same on the two formats suggests that they were able to choose
appropriate scaffolds in Format C. For the Vietnamese, however, the difference in scores
between Format B and Format C suggests that their choices of scaffold in Format C were
not particularly appropriate. We might conclude then that the Thai test-takers are more
effective in autonomous learning situations than the Vietnamese. This conclusion,
however, conflicts with other sources. In a survey comparing students’ attitudes towards
learner autonomy in different countries, Littlewood (2000) found that Vietnamese
students were consistently more positive about learner autonomy than Thais. Such
attitudes may reflect a clear emphasis on learner development goals in English language
curricula in Vietnam (Lap, 2005). It should be noted, however, that attitudes to
autonomy do not necessarily lead to more effective autonomous decision making. The
differences in performance on Formats B and C for Thai and Vietnamese test-takers
could have implications for how SATs should be implemented in the two contexts.
Investigating the effectiveness of the scaffolds for helping test-takers to identify correct
answers is not the only possible focus for research into SATs. Given the link between
scaffolding and learning, and given the provision of feedback on incorrect responses,
whether SATs lead to test-taker learning could be investigated. It should be noted,
however, that SATs are designed as an alternative to formal testing, and are not designed
to be used as a regular learning/assessment activity in the way that computerized dynamic
assessment is (Teo, 2012), which means any learning from SATs is likely to be minimal
given the short duration of the tests and to be limited to vocabulary items. SATs,
however, are not designed primarily to be a learning instrument; rather, they are designed
as a replacement for current testing practices which could lead to some changes in
educational practices, most probably by reducing the negative washback effects of
traditional multiple-choice testing. An alternative view of SATs is that they evaluate testtakers’ ability to learn from feedback (in this study, most evident in the difference in
number of correct responses between Formats A and B). A greater emphasis on the role
of feedback in tests could have positive washback effects of encouraging a greater role
for feedback throughout the teaching/learning process. The potential for SATs to reduce
negative washback is an area requiring further research.
If SATs are to be implemented to reduce negative washback, it is somewhat unclear
which version of SATs to use. For the Thai context (if we can generalize from the results
of this study), given the theoretical arguments in its favor and the similarity of
effectiveness of the different formats, it would appear that appear that Format C is most
appropriate. For the Vietnamese context, however, the choice of most appropriate format
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is less clear. Format B is the most effective, and thus implementing Format B in
Vietnamese contexts could be motivating. However, the problems of appropriacy of
decision making in Format C for Vietnamese test-takers could mean that they would
benefit more from greater exposure to such decision making. In other words,
effectiveness in providing support to answer questions correctly might not be the most
important criterion in choosing the format to use; rather, less tangible criteria which are
difficult to measure, such as the effects of opportunities to make choices, could be more
important in the long run.

CONCLUSION
Support Adaptive Tests, while not unequivocally effective in providing support for testtakers in all cases, appear to be a viable innovative alternative to traditional testing
practices in English-as-a-foreign-language contexts where multiple-choice testing
dominates. At worst, they are little different from current practices; at best, they take
test-takers’ subjective needs in testing (Brown, 1995) into account in test design, they
provide some opportunities for learning through supported second chances at answering
items and through explicit immediate feedback, and they hold the promise of reducing
negative washback effects of testing. Given that innovations are more likely to be
successful when they are congruent with current practices and student beliefs (Shamim,
1996), SATs are worthy of serious consideration as an addition to the existing range of
computer-based tests.
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